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Putting aftermarket wheels on your air cooled VW bug or bus

It is not impossible to find wheels for your old VW bug or bus. You just have to know where to look.

Aug. 7, 2009 - PRLog -- We love our old Bugs and buses and of course want them to look good. One of the
best ways to do that is to put a set of custom wheels on them. Here you will find some examples of  wheels
offered through the internet.

  Empi has been the name for VW wheels for years. Empi is considered the standard for a performance
wheel for your Beetle! The most popular performance wheel EMPI ever produced for Volkswagen Includes
center cap with EMPI logo 15 x 5-1/2" Studs and chrome plated lug nuts included! Elevate your Beetle to
the upper echelons with classic EMPI styling and performance!

  Chrome Plated replacement wheels from IAP Replaces your rusted or damaged wheels perfectly Precision
quality chrome plated replacement wheels restores smooth solid performance and gives an upgraded look to
your vehicle 10-slot wheels.

  Custom Chrome steel wheels add the finishing touch to any VW Bug or Bus restoration by replacing old,
rusted or damaged wheels For air-cooled Volkswagen vehicles 4- and 5-lug wheels available Center caps,
lugs and studs included. When ordering wheels wider than 6"", be sure to check Volkswagen for proper
clearance. Fender trimming on wider performance fenders will be required on wide wheels. 

  Use wheel adapters and the sky is the limit for custom wheels for your air cooled VW. Use larger tires for
an improved ride, comfort and traction Select adapter for your specific Volkswagen TO DETERMINE
BOLT CIRCLE: Measure from the outer edge of one hole to the outer edge of the hole next to it to find
stud width. 2-3/4"". Stud width = 4-3/4"" bolt circle; 2-5/8"" = 4-1/2"" bolt circle.

  Got a baja Bug and want to give your machine a true rock crawler look and function Extreme construction
and design for proven rugged service Finest material and workmanship Features black powder-coat finish
with distinctive pin striping. Center cap and lug nuts not included. Manufactured by Allied Wheel
Components in the USA.

 So how do I purchase or see any of the above products? Easy go to 
http://www.barretire.com/Wheels/aircooled.htm and search away.
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Selling Native American crafts online. We also do healing work and sell Medicinal herbs, tinctures, salves,
syrups and more via our website http://www.redfoxtradingpost.com
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